
Babies Reading List
Goodnight MoonGoodnight Moon
by Margaret Wise Brown
Before going to sleep, a little rabbit says goodnight to all his
familiar possessions, as his big, green bedroom slowly
darkens, in an anniversary version of the enduring classic.

Goodnight, Goodnight,Goodnight, Goodnight,
Construction SiteConstruction Site
by Sherri Duskey Rinker
At sunset, when their work is done for the
day, a crane truck, a cement mixer, and
other pieces of construction equipment
make their way to their resting places and

go to sleep.

Guess How Much I Love YouGuess How Much I Love You
by Sam McBratney
The tender contest between Little Nutbrown Hare and his
daddy, Big Nutbrown Hare, to see who loves each other more
leads them hopping to the moon and beyond, as captured by
delicate, endearing watercolors.

Black WhiteBlack White
by Tana Hoban
White illustrations against a black background, alternating
with black illustrations against a white background, depict
objects such as an elephant, butterfly, leaf, horse, baby bottle,
and sailboat. By the author of Colors Everywhere.

Birds of a ColorBirds of a Color
by Élo
An interactive book with flaps to lift introduces young readers
to colors.

Where is Little Fish?Where is Little Fish?
by Lucy Cousins
Lift the flaps to search for Little Fish playing
hide-and-seek with his friends.

Where's the Astronaut?Where's the Astronaut?
by Nosy Crow
An interactive 50th anniversary celebration of the lunar
landing invites the youngest children to discover four hidden
space-themed friends beneath felt lift-flaps, in a story that
features a surprise mirror under the final flap.

Black Bird, Yellow SunBlack Bird, Yellow Sun
by Steve Light
A black bird explores other colors, in a book that identifies
such objects as orange leaves, purple grapes, and pink flowers.
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I am a babyI am a baby
by Kathryn Madeline Allen
Photographs depict babies from different families engaged in a variety of activities.

Jonny Lambert's Animal ABCJonny Lambert's Animal ABC
by Jonny Lambert
An anteater, a bear, a chameleon and other wild animals help the youngest children learn to recognize the letters of the alphabet, in a
sumptuously illustrated lift-the-flap book that also promotes early vocabulary and language skills.

Toesy ToesToesy Toes
by Sarah Tsiang
Looks at the different types of toes babies can have, from splishy-splashy toes getting washed by a hose to cozy-
dozy toes belonging to a napping child.

The Runaway BunnyThe Runaway Bunny
by Margaret Wise Brown
A little rabbit who wants to run away tells his mother how he will escape, but she is always right behind him.

The Going to Bed BookThe Going to Bed Book
by Sandra Boynton
An assortment of animals on a boat take a bath, put on their pajamas, brush their teeth, and exercise before going to bed.

Peek-a-Boo Zoo!Peek-a-Boo Zoo!
by Jane Cabrera
A curious Lemur embarks on an adorable game of peek-a-boo with the other animals in the zoo, who are
revealed through die-cut pages that lead up to a final spread depicting an entire menagerie of animals.

Peek-a-Boo Zoo!Peek-a-Boo Zoo!
by Jane Cabrera
A curious Lemur embarks on an adorable
game of peek-a-boo with the other animals
in the zoo, who are revealed through die-cut
pages that lead up to a final spread

depicting an entire menagerie of animals.
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